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Abstract—Thanks to the substantial and explosively inscreased instructional videos on the Internet, novices are able to acquire
knowledge for completing various tasks. Over the past decade, growing efforts have been devoted to investigating the problem on
instructional video analysis. However, the most existing datasets in this area have limitations in diversity and scale, which makes them
far from many real-world applications where more diverse activities occur. To address this, we present a large-scale dataset named as
“COIN” for COmprehensive INstructional video analysis. Organized with a hierarchical structure, the COIN dataset contains 11,827
videos of 180 tasks in 12 domains (e.g., vehicles, gadgets, etc.) related to our daily life. With a new developed toolbox, all the videos
are annotated efficiently with a series of step labels and the corresponding temporal boundaries. In order to provide a benchmark for
instructional video analysis, we evaluate plenty of approaches on the COIN dataset under five different settings. Furthermore, we
exploit two important characteristics (i.e., task-consistency and ordering-dependency) for localizing important steps in instructional
videos. Accordingly, we propose two simple yet effective methods, which can be easily plugged into conventional proposal-based
action detection models. We believe the introduction of the COIN dataset will promote the future in-depth research on instructional
video analysis for the community. Our dataset, annotation toolbox and source code are available at http://coin-dataset.github.io.
Index Terms—Instructional Video, Activity Understanding, Video Analysis, Deep Learning, Large-Scale Benchmark.
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1 INTRODUCTION
INSTRUCTION, which refers to “directions about how some-thing should be done or operated” [4], enables novices to
acquire knowledge from experts to accomplish different tasks.
Over the past decades, learning from instruction has become an
important topic in various areas such as cognition science [34],
educational psychology [54], and the intersection of computer
vision, nature language processing and robotics [7], [8], [47].
Instruction can be expressed by different mediums like text,
image and video. Among them, instructional videos provide more
intuitive visual examples, and will be focused on in this paper.
With the explosion of video data on the Internet, people around
the world have uploaded and watched substantial instructional
videos [6], [59], covering miscellaneous categories. As suggested
by the scientists in educational psychology [54], novices often
face difficulties in learning from the whole realistic task, and it
is necessary to divide the whole task into smaller segments or
steps as a form of simplification. Accordingly, a variety of relative
tasks have been studied by morden computer vision community
in recent years (e.g., action temporal localization [74], [80], video
summarization [23], [49], [79] and video caption [35], [77], [83],
etc). Also, increasing efforts have been devoted to exploring
different challenges of instructional video analysis [6], [31], [59],
[82] because of its great research and application value. As an
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evidence, Fig. 2 shows the growing number of publications in the
top venues over the recent ten years.
In the meantime, a number of datasets for instructional video
analysis [6], [15], [36], [56], [65], [70], [82] have been collected in
the community. Annotated with texts and temporal boundaries of a
series of steps to complete different tasks, these datasets have pro-
vided good benchmarks for preliminary research. However, most
existing datasets focus on a specific domain like cooking, which
makes them far from many real-world applications where more
diverse activities occur. Moreover, the scales of these datasets are
insufficient to satisfy the hunger of recent data-driven learning
methods.
To tackle these problems, we introduce a new dataset called
“COIN” for COmprehensive INstructional video analysis. The
COIN dataset contains 11,827 videos of 180 different tasks,
covering the daily activities related to vehicles, gadgets and many
others. Unlike the most existing instructional video datasets, COIN
is organized in a three-level semantic structure. Take the top row of
Fig. 1 as an example, the first level of this root-to-leaf branch is a
domain named “vehicles”, under which there are numbers of video
samples belonging to the second level tasks. For a specific task like
“change the car tire”, it is comprised of a series of steps such as
“unscrew the screws”, “jack up the car”, “put on the tire”, etc.
These steps appear in different intervals of a video, which belong
to the third-level tags of COIN. We also provide the temporal
boundaries of all the steps, which are efficiently annotated based
on a new developed toolbox.
Towards the goal to set up a benchmark, we implement various
approaches on the COIN under five different settings, includ-
ing step localization, action segmentation, procedure localization,
task recognition and step recognition. Furthermore, we propose
two simple yet effective methods for localizing different steps
in instructional videos. Specifically, we first explore the task-
consistency based on bottom-up aggregation and top-down refine-
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2Domain Task Step
Vehicles
Household Items
Change the Car Tire {unscrew the screws, jack up the car, remove the tire, put on the tire, tighten the screws }
{remove the door knob, remove bolt and pin board, install new pin board, 
install new bolt, install new door knob }
Replace the Door Knob
165 171 178 209 245 254 276 327 331
396 445 452 464 483 487 492 494 497
502 507 513 520 523 525 545 554 560
403 424 435 448 454 462 471 472 473
857 859 860 874 879 882 886 893 895
974 1010 1054 1058 1060 1061 1065 1068 1069
Fig. 1. Visualization of two root-to-leaf branches of the COIN. There are three levels of our dataset: domain, task and step. Take the top row as an
example, in the left box, we show a set of frames of 9 different tasks associated with the domain “vehicles”. In the middle box, we present several
images of 9 videos belonging to the task “change the car tire”. Based on this task, in the right box, we display a sequence of frames sampled from
a specific video, where the indices are presented at the left-top of each frame. The intervals in red, blue and yellow indicate the step of “unscrew
the screws”, “jack up the car” and “put on the tire”, which are described with the text in corresponding color at the bottom of the right box. All figures
are best viewed in color.
ment strategies. Then, we investigate the ordering-dependency by
considering the transition probability of different steps. Extensive
experimental results have shown the great challenges of COIN and
the effectiveness of our methods. Moreover, we study the cross
dataset transfer setting under the conventional “pre-training+fine-
tuning” paradigm, and demonstrate that COIN can benefit step
localization task for other instructional video datasets.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We have introduced the COIN dataset based on our ex-
tensive survey on instructional video analysis. To our best
knowledge, this is the currently largest dataset with manual
annotation in this field. Moreover, as a by-product, we
have developed an efficient and practical annotation tool,
which can be further utilized to label temporal boundaries
for other tasks like action detection and video caption.
2) We have evaluated various methods on the COIN dataset
under five different evaluation criteria, constructing a
benchmark to facilitate the future research. Based on
the extensive experimental results, we have analyzed our
COIN from different aspects, and provided an in-depth
discussion on the comparison with other relative video
analysis datasets.
3) We have exploited the task-consistency and ordering-
dependency to further enhance the performance of the
step localization task. Moreover, we have verified that our
COIN dataset can contribute to the step localization task
for other instructional video datasets.
It is to be noted that a preliminary conference version of
this work was initially presented in [67]. As an extension, we
have devised a new method to explore the ordering-dependency of
different steps in instructional videos, and verified its effectiveness
on the COIN and Breakfast [36] datasets. Moreover, we have con-
ducted more experiments and provided more in-depth discussions,
including the study of cross dataset transfer, analysis of hyper-
parameters, and a new experimental setting on step recognition.
Fig. 2. Number of papers related to instructional video analysis pub-
lished on top computer vision conferences (CVPR/ICCV/ECCV) over the
recent 10 years.
And also, we have presented a more detailed literature review for
instructional video analysis and discussion on future works.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Tasks for Instructional Video Analysis
Fig. 3 shows the development of different tasks for instruc-
tional video analysis being proposed in past decade. In 2012,
Rohrbach et al. [56] collected the MPII dataset, which promoted
the later works on step localization and action segmentation. As
the two fundamental tasks in this field, step localization aims to
localize the start and end points of a series of steps and recognize
their labels, and action segmentation targets to parse a video into
different actions at frame-level. In later sections of the paper we
will concentrate more on these two tasks, while in this subsection
we provide some brief introduction on other tasks.
In 2013, Das et al. [36] proposed the YouCook dataset and
facilitated the research on video caption, which required generat-
ing sentences to describe the videos. In 2017, Huang et al. [31]
studied the task of reference resolution, which aimed to temporally
3TABLE 1
Comparisons of existing datasets related to instructional video analysis.
Dataset Duration Samples Segments Task∗ Video Source H?∗∗ Manual Anno.∗∗∗ Classes Year
MPII [56] 9h,48m 44 5,609 CA self-collected 7 SL + TB - 2012
YouCook [15] 2h,20m 88 - CA YouTube 7 SL + TB - 2013
50Salads [65] 5h,20m 50 966 CA self-collected 7 SL + TB - 2013
Breakfast [36] 77h 1,989 8,456 CA self-collected 7 SD + TB 10 2014
JIGSAWS [27] 2.6h 206 1,703 SA self-collected 7 SD + TB 3 2014
“5 tasks” [6] 5h 150 - CT YouTube 7 SD + TB 5 2016
Ikea-FA [70] 3h,50m 101 1,911 AF self-collected 7 SL + TB - 2017
Recipe1M† [57] - 432 - CA - 7 SD - 2017
Recipe1M+† [44] - 13,735,679 - CA Google 7 SD - 2018
YouCook2 [82] 176h 2,000 13,829 CA YouTube 7 SD + TB + OBL 89 2018
EPIC-KITCHENS [14] 55h 432 39,596 CA self-collected 7 SD + TB + OBL 5 2018
EPIC-Skills [21] 5.2h 216 - - mixed†† 7 WB 4 2018
CrossTask [84] 376h 4,700 - CT YouTube 3 SL + TB 83 2019
BEST [22] 26h 500 - CT YouTube 7 WB 5 2019
HowTo100M [46] 134,472h 1.22M 136M CT YouTube 3 - 23K 2019
COIN (Ours) 476h,38m 11,827 46,354 CT YouTube 3 SL + TB 180
† Both Recipe1M and Recipe1M+ are image-based datasets. †† The EPIC-Skills dataset comprised of four tasks, where two were self-recorded, and two were
seletcted from published datasets [17], [27]. ∗ CA: cooking activities, SA: surgical activities, AF: assembling furniture, CT: comprehensive tasks
∗∗ H?: Hierarchical? ∗∗∗ SL: step label (shared in different videos), SD: step description (not shared in different videos), TB: temporal boundary,
OBL: object bounding box and label, WB: which is better given a pair-wise videos.
Fig. 3. The timeline of different tasks for instructional video analysis
being proposed.
link an entity to the original action that produced it. In 2018,
they further investigated the visual grounding problem [32], which
explored the visual-linguistic meaning of referring expressions
in both spatial and temporal domains. In the same year, Zhou
et al. [82] presented a procedure segmentation task, targeting
at segmenting an instructional video into category-independent
procedure segments. Farha et al. [25] studied the activity an-
ticipation problem, which predicted the future actions and their
durations in instructional videos. Doughty et al. [21] addressed the
issue on skill determination, which assessed the skill behaviour
of a subject. More recently, Chang et al. [11] presented a new
task of procedure planning in instructional videos, which aimed
to discover the intermediate actions according to the start and
final observations. With these promotion of the new topics on
instructional video analysis, the research community is paying
growing attention to this burgeoning field.
2.2 Datasets Related to Instructional Video Analysis
There are mainly three types of related datasets. (1) The action
detection datasets are comprised of untrimmed video samples,
and the goal is to recognize and localize the action instances on
temporal domain [30], [33], [68] or spatial-temporal domain [28].
(2) The video summarization datasets [16], [29], [49], [63] contain
long videos arranging from different domains. The objective is to
extract a set of informative frames in order to briefly summarize
the video content. (3) The video caption datasets are annotated
with descried sentences or phrases, which can be based on either
a trimmed video [75], [77] or different segments of a long
video [35]. Our COIN is relevant to the above mentioned datasets,
as it requires to localize the temporal boundaries of important
steps corresponding to a task. The main differences lie in the
following two aspects: (1) Task-consistency. The steps belonging
to different tasks shall not appear in the same video. For example,
it is unlikely for an instructional video to contain the step “pour
water to the tree” (belongs to task “plant tree”) and the step
“install the lampshade” (belongs to task “replace a bulb”). (2)
Ordering-dependency. There may be some intrinsic ordering
constraints among a series of steps for completing different tasks.
For example, for the task of “planting tree”, the step “dig a hole”
shall be ahead of the step “put the tree into the hole”.
There have been a variety of instructional video datasets
proposed in recent years, and we briefly review some represen-
tative datasets in supplementary. Table 1 summarizes the com-
parison among some publicly relevant instructional datasets and
our proposed COIN. While the existing datasets present various
challenges to some extent, they still have some limitations in
the following two aspects. (1) Diversity: Most of these datasets
tend to be specific and contain certain types of instructional
activities, e.g., cooking. However, according to some widely-used
websites [1], [2], [3], people attempt to acquire knowledge from
various types of instructional video across different domains. (2)
Scale: Compared with the recent datasets for image classifica-
tion (e.g., ImageNet [18] with 1 million images) and action
detection (e.g., ActivityNet v1.3 [30] with 20k videos), most
existing instructional video datasets are relatively smaller in scale.
Though the HowTo100M dataset provided a great amount of data,
its automaticly generated annotation might be inaccurate as the
authors mentioned in [46]. The challenge of building such a
large-scale dataset mainly stems from the difficulty to organize
enormous amount of video and the heavy workload of annotation.
4To address these two issues, we first establish a rich semantic
taxonomy covering 12 domains and collect 11,827 instructional
videos to construct COIN. With our new developed toolbox, we
also provide the temporal boundaries of steps that appear in all the
videos with efficient and precise annotation.
2.3 Methods for Instructional Video Analysis
In this subsection, we review a series of approaches re-
lated to two core tasks for instructional video analysis (step
localization and action segmentation). We roughly divided them
into three categories according to experimental settings: unsuper-
vised learning-based, weakly-supervised learning-based and fully-
supervised learning-based.
Unsupervised Learning Approaches: In the first category,
the step localization task usually took a video and the correspond-
ing narration or subtitle as multi-modal inputs 1. For example,
Sener et al. [59] developed a joint generative model to parse
both video frames and subtitles into activity steps. Alayrac et
al. [6] leveraged the complementary nature of the instructional
video and its narration to discover and locate the main steps of
a certain task. Generally speaking, the advantages of employing
the narration or subtitle is to avoid human annotation, which
may cost huge workload. However, these narration or subtitles
may be inaccurate [82] or even irrelevant to the video as we
mention above. For the action segmentation task, Aakur et al. [5]
presented a self-supervised and predictive learning framework
to explore the spatial-temporal dynamics of the videos, while
Sener et al. [58] proposed a Generalized Mallows Model (GMM)
to model the distribution over sub-activity permutations. More
recently, Kukleva et al. [37] first learned a continuous temporal
embedding of frame-based features, and then decoded the videos
into coherent action segments according to an ordered clustering
of these features.
Weakly-supervised Learning Approaches: In the second
category, the step localization problem has recently been studied
by Zhukov et al. [84] by exploring the sharing information of
different steps across different tasks. And Liu et al. [41] identified
and addressed the action completeness modeling and action-
context separation problems for temporal action localization by
the weak supervision. For the action segmentation task, Kuehne
et al. [36] developed a hierarchical model based on HMMs and
a context-free grammar to parse the main steps in the cooking
activities. Richard et al. [52] [53] adopted Viterbi algorithm to
solve the probabilistic model of weakly supervised segmentation.
Ding et al. [19] proposed a temporal convolutional feature pyramid
network to predict frame-wise labels and use soft boundary assign-
ment to iteratively optimize the segmentation results. In this work,
we also evaluate these three methods2 to provide some baseline
results on COIN. More recently, Chang et al. [12] developed
a discriminative differentiable dynamic time warping (D3TW)
method, which extended the ordering loss to be differentiable.
Fully-supervised Learning Approaches: In the third cate-
gory, the action segmentation task has been explored by numbers
of works by developing various types of network architectures.
For example, multi-stream bi-directional recurrent neural net-
work (MSB-RNN) [62], temporal deformable residual network
1. The language signal should not be treated as supervision since the steps
are not directly given, but need to be further explored in an unsupervised
manner.
2. The details of the weak supervisions are described in section 5.2.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the COIN lexicon. The left figure shows the hierar-
chical structure, where the nodes of three different sizes correspond to
the domain, task and step respectively. For brevity, we do not draw all the
tasks and steps here. The right figure presents detailed steps of the task
“replace a bulb", which belongs to the domain “electrical appliances".
(TDRN) [38], multi-stage temporal convolutional network (MS-
TCN) [24], etc. As a task we pay more attention to, the step
localization is related to the area of action detection, where
promising progress has also been achieved recently [39], [40],
[42], [43]. For example, Zhao et al. [80] developed structured
segment networks (SSN) to model the temporal structure of
each action instance with a structured temporal pyramid. Xu et
al. [74] introduced a Region Convolutional 3D Network (R-C3D)
architecture, which was built on C3D [71] and Faster R-CNN [51],
to explore the region information of video frames. Compared with
these methods, we attempt to further explore the dependencies of
different steps, which lies in the intrinsic structure of instructional
videos. Towards this goal, we proposed two methods to leverage
the task-consistency and ordering-dependency of different steps.
Our methods can be easily plugged into recent proposal-based
action detection methods and enhance the performance of step
localization task for instructional video analysis.
3 THE COIN DATASET
3.1 Lexicon
The purpose of COIN is to establish a rich semantic taxon-
omy to organize comprehensive instructional videos. In previous
literature, some representative large-scale datasets were built upon
existing structures. For example, the ImageNet [18] database was
constructed based on a hierarchical structure of WordNet [26],
while the ActivityNet dataset [30] adopted the activity taxon-
omy organized by American Time Use Survey (ATUS) [48]. In
comparison, it remains great difficulty to define such a semantic
lexicon for instructional videos because of their high diversity and
complex temporal structure. Hence, most existing instructional
video datasets [82] focus on a specific domain like cooking or
furniture assembling, and [6] only consists of five tasks. Towards
the goal to construct a large-scale benchmark with high diversity,
we utilize a hierarchical structure to organize our dataset. Fig. 1
and Fig. 4 present the illustration of our lexicon, which contains
three levels from roots to leaves: domain, task and step.
(1) Domain: For the first level, we bring the ideas from the
organization of several websites [1] [3] [2], which are commonly-
used for users to watch or upload instructional videos. We choose
12 domains as: nursing & caring, vehicles, leisure & performance,
5gadgets, electric appliances, household items, science & craft,
plants & fruits, snacks & drinks, dishes, sports, and housework.
(2) Task: As the second level, the task is linked to the domain.
For example, the tasks “replace a bulb” and “install a ceiling fan”
are associated with the domain “electrical appliances”. As most
tasks on [1] [3] [2] may be too specific, we further search different
tasks of the 12 domains on YouTube. In order to ensure the tasks
of COIN are commonly used, we finally select 180 tasks, under
which the searched videos are often viewed 3.
(3) Step: The third level of the lexicon contains various series
of steps to complete different tasks. For example, steps “remove
the lampshade”, “take out the old bulb”, “install the new bulb” and
“install the lampshade” are associated with the tasks “replace a
bulb”. We employed 6 experts (e.g., driver, athlete, etc.) who have
prior knowledge in the 12 domains to define these steps. They were
asked to browse the corresponding videos as a preparation in order
to provide the high-quality definition, and each step phrase will be
double checked by another expert. In total, there are 778 defined
steps. Note that we do not directly adopt narrated information,
which might have large variance for a specific task, because we
expect to obtain the simplification of the core steps, which are
common in different videos of accomplishing a certain task.
3.2 Annotation Tool
Given an instructional video, the goal of annotation is to
label the step categories and the corresponding segments. As
the segments are variant in length and content, it will cost huge
workload to label the COIN with conventional annotation tool.
In order to improve the annotation efficiency, we develop a new
toolbox which has two modes: frame mode and video mode. Fig.
5 shows an example interface of the frame mode, which presents
the frames extracted from a video under an adjustable frame rate
(default is 2fps). Under the frame mode, the annotator can directly
select the start and end frame of the segment as well as its label.
However, due to the time gap between two adjacent frames, some
quick and consecutive actions might be missed. To address this
problem, we adopt another video mode. The video mode of the
annotation tool presents the online video and timeline, which
is frequently used in previous video annotation systems [35].
Though the video mode brings more continuous information in
the time scale, it is much more time-consuming than the frame
mode because of the process to locate a certain frame and adjust
the timeline4.
During the annotation process, each video is labelled by three
different workers with payments. To begin with, the first worker
generated primary annotation under the frame mode. Next, the
second worker adjusted the annotation based on the results of the
first worker. Ultimately, the third worker switched to the video
mode to check and refine the annotation. Under this pipeline, the
total time of the annotation process is about 600 hours.
3.3 Statistics
The COIN dataset consists of 11,827 videos related to 180
different tasks, which were all collected from YouTube. We split
the COIN into 9030 and 2797 video samples for training and
testing respectively, and show the sample distributions among all
3. We present the statistics of browse times in supplementary material.
4. For a set of videos, the annotation time under the frame mode is only
26.8% of that under the video mode. Please see supplementary material for
details.
Fig. 5. The interface of our new developed annotation tool under the
frame mode.
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Fig. 6. The duration statistics of the videos (left) and segments (right) in
the COIN dataset.
the task categories in supplementary. Fig. 6 displays the duration
distribution of videos and segments. The averaged length of a
video is 2.36 minutes. Each video is labelled with 3.91 step
segments, where each segment lasts 14.91 seconds on average.
In total, the dataset contains videos of 476 hours, with 46,354
annotated segments.
In order to further illustrate different charaterstics of the COIN
dataset, we calculate two scores which are similarly used in [7].
For a given task, suppose there are N video samples and K steps
defined in the ground truth, for the n−th video, let u(n) denote the
numbers of the unique anotated steps, l(n) denote the length of the
longest common subsequence between the annotated sequence of
steps and the ground truth sequence, and v(n) denote the number
of annotated steps without duplicate. Then the missing steps score
(MSS) and order consistency error (OCE) are defined as below:
MSS := 1−
N∑
n=1
v(n)
K ·N , OCE := 1−
N∑
n=1
l(n)
N∑
n=1
u(n)
. (1)
The average values of the 180 tasks in the COIN are 0.2924
(MSS) and 0.2076 (OCE) respectively, and the concrete values
of each task are presented in the supplementary. The statistics
illustrates that videos of the same task would not strictly share the
same series of ordered steps due to the abbreaviated or reversed
step sequences. For example, a task “A” might contains different
step sequences of {a1, a2, a3}, {a1, a2, a3, a4}, {a1, a3, a2}.
4 APPROACH
4.1 Task-consistency Analysis
Given an instructional video, one important real-world appli-
cation is to localize a series of steps to complete the corresponding
6Fig. 7. Flowchart of our proposed task-consistency method. During the
first bottom-up aggregation stage, the inputs are a series of scores
Sp = {s1p, ..., snp , ..., sNp } of an instructional video, which denotes the
probabilities of each step appearing in the corresponding proposal. We
first aggregate them into a video-based score sv , and map it into another
score st to predict the task label Y . At top-down refinement stage,
we generate a refined mask vector vr based on the task label. Then
we alleviate the weights of other bits in Sp by vr to ensure the task-
consistency. The refined scores Sr are finally utilized to perform NMS
process and output the final results.
task. In this section, we introduce a new proposed task-consistency
method for step localization in instructional videos. Our method
is motivated by the intrinsic dependencies of different steps which
are associated to a certain task. For example, it is unlikely for the
steps of “dig a pit of proper size” and “soak the strips into water”
to occur in the same video, because they belong to different tasks
of “plant tree” and “make french fries” respectively. In another
word, the steps in the same video should be task-consistent to
ensure that they belong to the same task. Fig. 7 presents the
flowchart of our task-consistency method, which contains two
stages: (1) bottom-up aggregation and (2) top-down refinement.
Bottom-up Aggregation: As our method is built upon the
proposal-based action detection methods, we start with training
an existing action detector, e.g., SSN [80], on our COIN dataset.
During inference phase, given an input video, we send it into the
action detector to produce a series of proposals with their corre-
sponding locations and predicted scores. These scores indicate the
probabilities of each step occuring in the corresponding proposal.
We denote them as Sp = {s1p, ..., snp , ..., sNp }, where snp ∈ RK
represents the score of the n − th proposal and K is the number
of the total steps. The goal of the bottom-up aggregation stage
is to predict the task labels based on these proposal scores. To
this end, we first aggregate the scores along all the proposals as
sv =
∑N
n=1 s
n
p , where sv indicates the probability of each step
appearing in the video. Then we construct a binary matrix W with
the size of K ×M to model the relationship between the K steps
and M tasks:
wij =
{
1, if step i belongs to task j
0, otherwise
(2)
Having obtained the step-based score sv and the binary matrix
W , we calculate a task-based score as st = svW . This operation
is essential to combine the scores of steps belonging to same tasks.
We choose the index Y with the max value in the st as the task
label of the entire video.
Note that since we sum the step scores to calculate the
task score, someone might cast doubt that the task score will
be overwhelmed by the task with more steps. Actually, besides
summing the scores, another way is averaging them based on the
Fig. 8. Pipeline of our ordering-dependency method. The input of our
method is a set of proposals Pin and we refine it through the following
three stages. (1) In order to deal with the overlapped proposals Pin, we
first group them into a series of segments S. (2) We refine the segments
S based on the ordering information in the training set. (3) We map the
score variation of ∆sls into ∆snin, and finally refine the proposal Pin.
number of steps. In fact, these two methods equally weigh all the
steps or tasks respectively. We conduct experiments in section 5
and find the summing method is more effective on the COIN.
Top-down Refinement: The target of the top-down refinement
stage is to refine the original proposal scores with the guidance of
the task label. We first select the Y − th row in W as a mask
vector v, based on which we define a refined vector as:
vr = v + γ(I− v). (3)
Here I is an vector where all the elements equal to 1. γ is
an attenuation coefficient to alleviate the weights of the steps
which do not belong to the task Y . We empirically set γ to be
e−2, and further exploration on this parameter can be found in
our supplementary. Then, we employ the vr to mask the original
scores snp as:
snr = s
n
p  vr, (4)
where  is the element-wise Hadamard product. We compute a
sequence of scores as Sr = {s1r, ..., snr , ..., sNr }. Based on these
refined scores and their locations, we employ a Non-Maximum
Suppression (NMS) strategy to obtain the results of step local-
ization. In summary, we first predict the task label through the
bottom-up scheme, and refine the proposal scores by the top-down
strategy, hence the task-consistency is guaranteed.
4.2 Ordering-dependency Analysis
Another important characteristic of instructional video is the
ordering constraint of different steps belonging to a task. Some
previous works [6], [7] assumed that videos of the same task
share the same series of ordered steps. However this assumption
is too strict as several steps might be abbreviated or reversed
based on the statistics we show in Section 3.3. To address this
issue, we propose a new method to perform ordering refinement
by leveraging the transition probability between different steps.
Fig. 8 displays a pipeline of our approach which consists of three
stages as (1) grouping proposals, (2) ordering refinement and (3)
mapping variation. We elaborate each stage in detail as follow.
Grouping Proposals Pin into Segment S. The “grouping
proposals” can be considered as a transformation from a proposal
space P to a segment space S. Similar to the task-consistency
method, the input of our ordering-dependency approach is a set
of proposals Pin = {tnin, snin}Nn=1 ∈ P which are generated by
existing proposal-based action detector. Here tin = [tn1in , tn2in ]
denotes its temporal interval, and snin is the corresponding step
probability scores need to be refined. However, these detectors
usually produce a great amount of proposals with many overlaps,
7Fig. 9. Visualization of auxiliary matrix Ω and transition matrix Υ of the
task “Replace a Bulb”, which contains 4 steps as “remove the light shell”,
“take out the old bulb”, “install the new bulb” and “install the light shell”.
which make the ordering refinement hard to perform. This is
because (1) the overlaps might bring ambiguity for deciding which
proposal occurs earlier, and (2) several overlapped proposals might
actually correspond to the same step. To address this, we group the
proposals into a sequence of segments S = {tls, sls}Ll=1 ∈ S where
the overlaps are eliminated. Specifically, for an input proposal Pnin,
we first generate a Gaussian based function as below:
fn(t) =
snin√
2piσn
e
− (t−µn)2
2σ2n . (5)
Here fn(t) denotes the probabilities ofK steps occurring at the
time-stamp t, and we set µn = (tn1in+t
n2
in )/2, σn = (t
n2
in−tn1in )/2
respectively. For a whole video, we obtain the function of step
score as f(t) =
∑
n f
n(t). Then, at time-stamp t, we sum
the scores of all the steps to calculate its corresponding binary
actionness score a(t). After that, we follow [80] to apply the
watershed algorithm on the 1D signal a(t) to obtain a sequence
of segments S = {tls, sls}Ll=1, where its validness is theoretically
guaranteed by [55]. Here, tls = [tl1s , tl2s ] is the temporal interval of
the segment Sl, where we calculate the step score as:
sls =
∫ tl2s
tl1s
f(t)dt. (6)
Refining Segments S by Ordering Constraint. In order to
refine the S by the intrinsic ordering-dependency in instructional
video, we leverage a transition matrix Υ where the element Υij
of the matrix denotes the probability of step j follows step i:
Υij = p(S
l = j|Sl−1 = i), l = 2, 3, .., L. (7)
To construct Υ, we first introduce an auxiliary matrix Ω by
counting the occurrence time of the step j after step i based on
the all ordered step lists appearing in the training set:
Ωij = #(step j follows step i). (8)
We normalize each row of Ω to obtain the transition matrix Υ.
The Ω and Υ of a task is presented in Fig. 9, and more examples
can be found in the supplementary. Then, for each list of segments
{sls}Ll=1, we refine their scores as:
sls,new =
{
λ1s1s + λ2η, l = 1.
λ1sls + λ2Υsl−1s,new, l = 2, 3, ..., L.
(9)
where λ1 and λ2 (λ1 + λ2 = 1, λ1, λ2 > 0) are two hyper-
parameters to balance the effects of the original score and the
ordering regularized score. η is the probability of different steps
occurring at the first segment:
ηi =
#(step i occurs at the first segment)
#(total videos)
. (10)
In Eqn. (9), we borrow idea from hidden Markove Model
(HMM) [9], which mathematically defined the state transition
equation as pit = Ppit−1. Here pit,pit−1 and P correspond
to the segment scores and transition matrix in our paper. Besides,
in order to combine the orignal score and the ordering regularized
score, we utilize the score fusion method, which is a simple yet
effective scheme and similarly adopted in previous works [60],
[73] empirically. We also evaluate other fusion strategies in section
5.1 experimentally.
Mapping Variation ∆sls to ∆snin . The “mapping variation”
can be regarded as an inverse process of “grouping proposals”,
which maps the variation in the segment space S into the original
proposal space P for the later evaluation process. Specifically, for
a region tls, we obtain the variation of ∆sls as ∆sls = sls,new − sls.
Then we have the ∆f(t) as:
∆f(t) =
{
∆sls./sls  f(t), if ∃ tls, s.t. t ∈ tls.
0, otherwise.
(11)
Here ./ and  denote element-wise division and production,
and we assume the ratio of the variation ∆sls and ∆f(t) equal to
the ratio between their original value. Similarly, we calculate the
variation ∆sn and refine the proposal score sn as follow:
∆snin =
∫ T
0
∆fn(t)dt =
∫ T
0
∆f(t)./f(t) fn(t)dt.(12)
snout = s
n
in + ∆s
n
in, t
n
out = t
n
in. (13)
In practice, we multiply a Gaussian function ϕ(t;µn, σn) as
a regularized factor before the integration. This operation concen-
trates more energy to the middle of the proposal and is shown
to be more effective during the experiments. As there are several
time-wise functions like f(t) and fn(t), we discretize the time
into M slots and use accumulation to approximate the continuous
integration. We set M to 100 in our experiments empirically. Hav-
ing obtained the output proposals Pout = {tnout, snout}Nn=1 which
are regularized by the prior ordering-dependency knowledge, we
perform NMS to obtain the final step localization results.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we study five different tasks for instructional
video analysis: (1) step localization, (2) action segmentation, (3)
proposal localization, (4) task recognition and (5) step recogni-
tion5. For the first two important tasks in this field, we evaluate
various existing approaches to provide a benchmark on our COIN
dataset. For the other three tasks, our goal is to compare the
challenge of our COIN with other relative datasets based on the
same method. We also test our task-consistency and ordering-
dependency methods for the step localization tasks. In addition, we
further conduct experiments to evaluate whether COIN can help
for training models on other instructional datasets. The following
describes the details of our experiments and results.
5.1 Evaluation on Step Localization
Implementation Details: In this task, we aim to localize a
series of steps and recognize their corresponding labels given an
instructional video. We mainly evaluate the following approaches:
(1) Random. We uniformly segmented the video into three in-
tervals, and randomly assigned the label to each interval. (2)
SSN [80]. This is an effective model for action detection, which
outputs the same type of results (interval and label for each action
5. We present a table to clarify the goal, metric, and evaluated methods for
each task in supplementary material.
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Comparisons of the step localization accuracy (%) of the baselines and our task-consistency (TC) method on the COIN dataset.
mAP @ α mAR @ α
Method 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Random 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 2.57 1.79 1.36 0.90 0.50
SSN-RGB [80] 19.39 15.61 12.68 9.97 7.79 50.33 43.42 37.12 31.53 26.29
SSN-Flow [80] 11.23 9.57 7.84 6.31 4.94 33.78 29.47 25.62 21.98 18.20
SSN-Fusion [80] 20.00 16.09 13.12 10.35 8.12 51.04 43.91 37.74 32.06 26.79
SSN+TC-RGB 20.15 16.79 14.24 11.74 9.33 54.05 47.31 40.99 35.11 29.17
SSN+TC-Flow 12.11 10.29 8.63 7.03 5.52 37.24 32.52 28.50 24.46 20.58
SSN+TC-Fusion 20.01 16.44 13.83 11.29 9.05 54.64 47.69 41.46 35.59 29.79
instance) with step localization. We utilized the PyTorch imple-
mentation and the BNIcenpention as the backbone. We followed
the default setting to sample 9 snippets from each segment. We
used the SGD optimizer to train the model with the initial learning
rate of 0.001. The training process lasted for 24 epochs, and
the learning rate was scaled down by 0.1 at the 10th and 20th
epoch. The NMS threshold was set to 0.6. The reported results
are based on the inputs of different modalities as: SSN−RGB ,
SSN−Flow and SSN−Fusion. Here SSN−Flow adopted the op-
tical flows calculated by [78], and SSN−Fusion combined the
predicted scores of SSN−RGB and SSN−Flow. (3) SSN+TC,
SSN+OD, SSN+ODTC, SSN+TCOD. We test these methods in
order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method to
explore the task-consistency (TC) and ordering-dependency (OD)
in instructional videos. For clarification, +ODTC denotes first per-
forming ordering-dependency regularization then executing task-
consistency method, while +TCOD is the other way round. (4) R-
C3D [74], BSN [40] and BMN [39] with TC and OD. We further
plugged our TC and OD methods into these action detection
models to verify their generalization ability. Since the BMN
and BSN were originally designed for temporal action proposal
generation, we processed the proposals generated by them with
the classifier of SSN to produce the final results.
Evaluation Metrics: As the results of step localization con-
tain time intervals, labels and confidence scores, we employed
Intersection over Union (IoU) as a basic metric to determine
whether a detected interval is positive or not. The IoU is defined as
|G∩D|/|G∪D|, where G denotes the ground truth action interval
and D denotes the detected action interval. We followed [13]
to calculate Mean Average Precision (mAP) and Mean Average
Recall (mAR). The results are reported under the IoU threshold α
ranging from 0.1 to 0.5.
Baseline Results: Table 2 presents the experimental re-
sults which reveal great challenges to performing step localiza-
tion on the COIN dataset. Even for the state-of-the-art method
SSN−Fusion, it only attains the results of 8.12% and 26.79% on
mAP@0.5 and mAR@0.5 respectively.
Analysis on Task-consistency Method: For the task-
consistency method, we observe that SSN+TC improves the per-
formance over the baseline models in Table 2, which illustrates the
effectiveness of our proposed method to capture the dependencies
among different steps. We show several visualization results of
different methods and ground-truth in Fig. 16. As an example, we
analyze an instructional video of the task “paste screen protector
on Pad” as follow. When applying our task-consistency method,
we can discard those steps which do not belong to this task, e.g.,
TABLE 3
Study of different approaches for calculating the task score in
task-consistency method on the COIN dataset.
SSN−RGB +TC(sum) +TC(ave)
mAP@0.5 7.79 9.33 9.16
mAR@0.5 26.29 29.17 29.02
TABLE 4
Analysis on our proposed TC and OD methods on the COIN dataset.
The results are based on mAP under the IoU threshold α = 0.1.
RGB Flow Fusion
SSN [80] 19.39 11.23 20..00
SSN+TC 20.15 12.11 20.01
SSN+OD 20.39 11.82 20.95
SSN+TCOD 21.82 13.09 21.77
SSN+ODTC 23.23 13.25 22.89
“line up a screen protector with cellphone” and “open the slot of
SIM card”, hence more accurate step labels can be obtained.
As we discussed in Section 4.1, during the bottom-up ag-
gregation period, there are two approaches to calculate the task
score: (1) summing the scores of steps belonging to the task, or
(2) averaging them according to the number of steps. We display
the compared results in Table 3, the summing strategy achieves
better performance than the averaging method under both mAP
and mAR metrics. Actually, they equally weigh all the steps or
tasks respectively, and the summing method is shown to be more
effective on the COIN.
Analysis on Ordering-dependency Method: As shown in Ta-
ble 4, our proposed ordering-dependency (OD) method surpasses
the baseline model on both mAP and mAR metrics, which verifies
its effectiveness for the step localization task. Moreover, when
combining with the task-consistency (TC) method, it can achieve
further improvements. Specifically, the ODTC (first performing
OD then executing TC) achieves the best result of 23.23% accu-
racy on RGB modality, slightly outperforming the TCOD (first
performing TC then executing OD). Some visualization results
have also been shown in Fig. 16. In most cases, our proposed
methods can obtain more accurate results. However in the first
task, for the SSN+ODTC−Fusion and SSN+TCOD−Fusion, the
results are little worse than the result of SSN+OD−Fusion due to
the nebulous boundary of some steps.
Besides, in ordering-dependency method, there are two hyper-
parameters λ1 and λ2, which make a trade-off for the original
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Fig. 10. Visualized results of step localization. The videos belongs to the tasks of “paste screen protector on Pad” and “install the bicycle rack”.
TABLE 5
Study of the hyper-parameters λ1 and λ2 for step localization on the
COIN and Breakfast dataset. The results are all based on
SSN+OD-Fusion under mAP@0.1.
λ1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
λ2 1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0
COIN 20.95 20.76 20.58 20.44 20.27 20.01
Breakfast 26.71 27.61 28.17 28.71 29.05 28.24
score and ordering regularized score. We explore different λ1 and
λ2 on both COIN and Breakfast datasets and present the results
in Table 5. We observe that in COIN dataset, the peak reaches
at λ1 = 0, λ2 = 1, suggesting that the ordering-dependency
information is more important. However for the Breakfast dataset,
we achieve the best result at λ1 = 0.8, λ2 = 0.2, which
indicates that the original score obtained based on the appearance
information contributes more.
In Eqn (5), we use a Gaussian based function for an input
proposal. Here we study other distributions with different standard
deviation σn = β · t
n2
in−tn1in
2 , where β is a standard deviation factor.
Besides, we explore another Triangle distribution:
fn(t) =
{ |t−µn|
tn2in−tn1in s
n
in, t
n1
in ≤ t ≤ tn2in ,
0, else.
(14)
We show the experimental results in Table 6, which indicates
that the Gaussian based distribution with the standard deviation
TABLE 6
Analysis of the OD method. Experiments are conducted on the RGB
modality of the COIN dataset. G and T denote the Gaussian based
distribution and Triangle distribution respectively, while the second
element in parentheses denotes the standard deviation factor β. See
text for the definitions of other variables and more details.
Study of different generated distributions for calculating scores
Distribution (G,0.5) (G,1) (G,2) (G,5) T
mAP@0.1 20.07 20.39 20.13 19.81 19.77
Study of different methods to refine the segment scores (λ1 = λ2 = 0.5)
Method λ1s1 + λ2s2
√
λ1s21 + λ2s
2
2 s
λ1
1 s
λ2
2 max-pool(s1, s2)
mAP@0.1 20.30 20.09 20.36 19.84
Study of the number of time slots M
M 50 100 150 200
mAP@0.1 19.87 20.39 20.55 20.58
factor β = 1 is a proper choice.
In Eqn (9), we adopt the weight score fusion method to refine
the segment score, while here we explore other different meth-
ods. Specifically, we denote the original score and the ordering
regularized score as follow:
s1 = sls, s2 =
{
η, l = 1,
Υsl−1s,new, l = 2, 3, ..., L.
(15)
We explore different approaches to fuse these two scores.
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TABLE 7
Comparisons of the step localization accuracy (%) over 12 domains on
the COIN dataset. We report the results obtained by SSN+TC−Fusion
with α = 0.1.
Domain mAP Domain mAP
nursing & caring 22.92 vehicles 19.07
science & craft 16.59 electric appliances 19.86
leisure & performance 24.32 gadgets 17.99
snacks & drinks 19.79 dishes 23.76
plants & fruits 22.71 sports 30.20
household items 19.07 housework 20.70
TABLE 8
Study of the TC and OD approaches on different basic models. The
results are reported based on the RGB modality in the COIN dataset
under mAP@0.1 (%).
Basic Model R-C3D [74] BSN [40] BMN [39]
Baseline 9.85 18.91 18.60
Baseline+TC 10.32 19.96 19.27
Baseline+OD 10.08 20.46 19.68
Table 6 shows that “λ1s1 + λ2s2” and “sλ11 s
λ2
2 ” are two methods
which can achieve better results for refining the segment scores.
Moreover, we futher present the evalutation results of the time
slot M in Table 6. It can be seen that finer-grained division with
larger M can lead to better performance. In this paper, we use
M = 100 to make a good trade-off between the effectiveness and
efficiency as larger M would also bring more computational cost.
Discussion: We provide some further discussions as below.
(1) What are the hardest and easiest domains for instructional
video analysis? In order to provide a more in-depth analysis of
the COIN dataset, we report the performance of SSN+TC−Fusion
among the 12 domains. Table 7 presents the comparison results,
where the domain “sports” achieves the highest mAP of 30.20%,
This is because the differences between the “sports” steps are more
clear, thus they are easier to be identified. In contrast, the results of
“gadgets” and “science & craft” are relatively low. The reason is
that the steps in these two domains usually have higher similarity
with each other. For example, the step “remove the tape of the
old battery” is similar to the step “take down the old battery”.
Hence it is harder to localize the steps in these two domains. For
the compared performance across different tasks, please see in the
supplementary material for more details.
(2) Can the proposed task-consistency and ordering-
dependency methods be applied to other action detection models?
Since our proposed TC and OD are two plug-and-play methods,
we futher validate them on the R-C3D [74], BSN [40] and
BMN [39] models. From Table 8 we can see that both TC and OD
could improve the performance of various basic models, which
further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
(3) Can the proposed task-consistency and ordering-
dependency methods be applied to other instructional video
datasets? In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods, we further conduct experiments on another dataset called
“Breakfast" [36], which is also widely-used for instructional video
analysis. The Breakfast dataset contains over 1.9k videos with
77 hours of 4 million frames. Each video is labelled with a
subset of 48 cooking-related action categories. Following the
TABLE 9
Comparisons of the step localization accuracy (%) on the Breakfast
dataset. The results are all based on the combination scores of RGB
frames and optical flows.
Metrics mAP@ α mAR@ α
Threshold 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.5
SSN [80] 28.24 22.55 15.84 54.86 45.84 35.51
SSN+TC 28.25 22.73 16.39 55.51 47.37 36.20
SSN+OD 29.05 22.61 15.90 55.81 45.85 35.79
SSN+TCOD 30.89 24.35 16.87 57.80 48.84 36.51
SSN+ODTC 30.91 24.45 16.94 57.91 49.33 36.78
default setting, we set split 1 as testing set and the other splits
as training set. Similar to COIN, we employ SSN [80], which
is a state-of-the-art method for action detection, as a baseline
method under the setting of step localization. As shown in Table 9,
our proposed task-consistency and ordering-dependency methods
improve the performance of the baseline model, which further
shows their advantages to model the dependencies of different
steps in instructional videos. Besides, the ODTC achieves better
results than the TCOD, which illustrates that first performing OD
is more effective.
5.2 Evaluation on Action Segmentation
Implementation Details: The goal of this task is to assign
each video frame with a step label. We present the results on
three types of approaches as follows. (1) Random. We randomly
assigned a step label to each frame. (2) Fully-supervised method.
We used VGG16 network pre-trained on ImageNet, and finetuned
it on the training set of COIN to predict the frame-level label.
(3) Weakly-supervised approaches. In this setting, we evaluated
recent proposed Action-Sets [52], NN-Viterbi [53] and TCFPN-
ISBA [19] without temporal supervision. For Action-Sets, only
a set of steps within a video is given, while the occurring order
of steps are also provided for NN-Viterbi and TCFPN-ISBA. We
used frames or their representations sampled at 10fps as input.
We followed the default train and inference pipeline of Action-
Sets [52], NN-Viterbi [53] and [19]. However, these methods use
frame-wise fisher vector as video representation, which comes
with huge computation and storage cost on the COIN dataset6.
To address this, we employed a bidirectional LSTM on the top of
a VGG16 network to extract dynamic feature of a video sequence
[20].
Evaluation Metrics: We adopted frame-wise accuracy (FA),
which is a common benchmarking metric for action segmentation.
It is computed by first counting the number of correctly predicted
frames, and dividing it by the number of total video frames.
Results: Table 10 shows the results of action segmentation
on the COIN. Given the weakest supervision of video transcripts
without ordering constraint, Action-Sets [52] achieves the result
of 4.94% frame accuracy. When taking into account the ordering
information, NN-Viterbi [53] and TCFPN-ISBA [19] outperform
Action-Sets with a large margin of 16.23% and 29.66% re-
spectively. As a fully-supervised method, CNN [61] reaches an
accuracy 25.79%, which is much higher than Action-Sets. This
6. The calculation of fisher vector is based on the improved Dense
Trajectory (iDT) representation [72], which requires huge computation cost
and storage space.
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TABLE 10
Comparisons of the action segmentation accuracy (%) on the COIN.
Method Frame Acc. Setting
Random 0.13 -
CNN [61] 25.79 fully-supervised
Action-Sets [52] 4.94 weakly-supervised
NN-Viterbi [53] 21.17 weakly-supervised
TCFPN-ISBA [19] 34.30 weakly-supervised
TABLE 11
Comparisons of the proposal localization accuracy (%) with YouCook2
dataset [82]. The results are obtained by temporal actionness grouping
(TAG) method [80] with α = 0.5.
YouCook2 COIN YouCook2 COIN
mAP 38.05 39.67 mAR 50.04 56.16
is because CNN utilizes the label of each frame to perform clas-
sification and the supervision is much stronger than Action-Sets.
However, as the temporal information and ordering constraints are
ignored, the result of CNN is inferior to TCFPN-ISBA.
5.3 Comparison with Other Video Analysis Datasets
In order to assess the difficulty of COIN, we report the
performance on different tasks compared with other datasets.
Proposal Localization: As defined in [82], proposal local-
ization aims to segment an instructional video into category-
independent procedure segments. For this task, we evaluated
COIN and YouCook2 [82] based on temporal actionness grouping
(TAG) approach [80]. We follow the experiments setting in [82]
to generate 10 proposals for each videos, and report the results
of mAR@0.5 and mAP@0.5. From the results in Table 11, we
observe that the mAP and mAR of the same method are lower on
the YouCook2 dataset, which indicates that it is more challenging
than the COIN for the proposal localization task.
Video Classification: For video classification on COIN, we
conducted experiments on task recognition and step recognition.
The task recognition takes a whole video as input, and predicts
the task label referring to the second level of the lexicon. The
step recognition takes the trimmed segments as input, and outputs
the step label corresponding to the third level of the lexicon. We
employed the temporal segment network (TSN) model [73], which
is a state-of-the-art method for video classification. As shown in
the Table 12, the task recognition accuracy on COIN is 73.36%,
suggesting its general difficulty in comparison with other datasets.
However, the step recognition accuracy is only 36.46%, as it
requires discriminating different steps at finer level. Besides, since
the step recognition task is performed on the clips trimmed by the
ground-truth temporal intervals, its accuracy can be considered as
a reference for step localization which is a highly related and more
complex task.
Step Localization: For action detection or step localization,
we display the compared performances of structured segment
networks (SSN) approach [80] on COIN and the other three
datasets in Table 13. The THUMOS14 [33] and ActivityNet [30]
are conventional datasets for action detection, on which the de-
tection accuracies are relatively higher. The Breakfast [36] and
COIN contain instructional videos with more difficulty. Hence,
the performance on these two datasets are lower. Especially for
TABLE 12
Comparisons of the video classification performance (%) on different
datasets. The reported results are based on temporal segment
networks (TSN) model [73].
Dataset Accuracy
UCF101 [64] 97.00
ActivityNet v1.3 [30] 88.30
Kinectics [10] 73.90
COIN (task recognition) 73.36
COIN (step recognition) 36.46
TABLE 13
Comparisons of the action detection/step localization performance (%)
on different datasets. The reported results are based on stuctured
segment networks (SSN) method [80] with α = 0.5.
Dataset mAP
THUMOS14 [33] 29.10
ActivityNet v1.3 [30] 28.30
Breakfast [36] 15.84
COIN 8.12
our COIN, the results of mAP@0.5 is only 8.12%. We attribute the
low performance to two aspects: (1) The step intervals are usually
shorter than action instances, which brings more challenges for
temporal localization; (2) Some steps in the same tasks are similar,
which carry ambiguous information for the recognition process.
These two phenomena are also common in real-world scenarios,
and future works are encouraged to address these two issues.
5.4 Cross Dataset Transfer
In order to see whether the COIN could benefit other instruc-
tional video datasets from different domains, we further study
the cross dataset transfer setting. Under the “pre-training + fine-
tuning” paradigm, we conducted experiments to verify the step
localization task on the Breakfast [36], JIGSAWS [27] and UNLV-
Diving [50] datasets. The Breakfast dataset is based on cooking
activity while the JIGSAWS dataset consists of three surgical
tasks. In comparison, the UNLV-diving dataset [50] contains a
completely different task (diving) in a very different environment
(natatorium) compared with the tasks in COIN. This dataset
is originally collected for action quality assessment, where we
employ the annotation of three steps as “jumping”, “dropping”
and “entering into water” to perform step localization.
For the Breakfast and the UNLV-Diving dataset, we split the
training and testing set following [36], [50]. For the JIGSAWS
dataset, we evaluate the performance on the split 1 of the leave-
one-user-out setting suggested in [27]. In the cross dataset transfer
experiments, we used two pre-trained models on “Kinetics” and
“Kinetics + COIN”, and fine-tuned the model on the target
datasets. Since the Breakfast and JIGSAWS datasets are both
self-collected and the UNLV-Diving dataset is created from the
professional sport videos, there will not be any duplicate videos
from the COIN and Kinetics which are sourced from YouTube.
Specifically, “Kinetics + COIN” denotes that we first trained a
TSN model [73] for the step recognition task on COIN, where the
backbone of TSN model was pre-trained on the Kinetics dataset.
Then we employed the backbone to the SSN model [80] for the
Breakfast, JIGSAWS or UNLV-diving dataset. Besides, we include
12
TABLE 14
Comparisons of the cross dataset transfer accuracy (%) on three
datasets based on the RGB modality. * and ** denote the model used
“Kinetics” or “Kinetics+COIN” strategy as we introduce in the text.
Breakfast Dataset [36] (32 similar tasks in COIN), mAP @ α
Threshold 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average
BSN [40] 25.01 23.96 21.30 19.16 16.46 21.17
BMN [39] 24.40 23.19 21.38 19.49 16.88 21.07
SSN* 25.78 23.38 19.85 16.77 13.43 19.84
SSN** 27.47 24.98 21.14 18.29 14.94 21.36
JIGSAWS Dataset [27] (13 similar tasks in COIN), mAP @ α
Threshold 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average
BSN [40] 40.58 32.25 28.08 22.84 18.35 28.42
BMN [39] 36.41 36.34 32.66 27.24 23.23 31.18
SSN* 30.21 22.51 14.00 9.88 7.18 16.76
SSN** 31.01 24.08 15.79 12.38 6.30 17.91
UNLV-Diving Dataset [50] (0 similar task in COIN), mAP @ α
Threshold 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average
BSN [40] 67.56 63.44 58.62 56.28 52.61 59.70
BMN [39] 75.87 73.55 67.15 62.00 54.23 66.56
SSN* 73.00 54.07 33.26 32.44 32.44 45.04
SSN** 73.73 54.80 34.01 33.25 33.25 45.81
the results based on two state-of-the-art methods (i.e., BMN [39]
and BSN [40]) to see if the improvements are subtle or significant.
In Table 14, we present the experimental results and the
number of similar tasks in COIN for the three datasets. The
“similar tasks” here refers to the tasks with similar human-object
interaction behaviors. We observe that the model pre-trained on
“Kinetics + COIN” achieves consistent improvements over that
only pre-trained on Kinetics. However, the gains on the UNLV-
Diving dataset are very slight (e.g., only 0.77% improvement on
average mAP) because of the large difference with the tasks in
COIN dataset. In comparison, the improvements on the Breakfast
dataset are much more promising. The reason is that there are
32 tasks related to food in the COIN dataset, which are similar
to the tasks in the Breakfast dataset. For the JIGSAWS dataset,
it contains three surgical activities as "suturing", "knot-tying"
and "needle-passing", and there are about 13 similar tasks in the
COIN dataset. Hence, the improvements on the JIGSAWS dataset
are not significant. From the results of these three datasets, we
further conclude that the annotation and data from COIN could
lead to better results for the dataset which contains more similar
tasks. This makes sense and has also been verified in image-
based datasets [76]. And also, the COIN would not hinder the
performance when applied to other irrelevant tasks.
Besides, we have also attempted to evaluate a model only pre-
trained on COIN. However, when training the TSN model from
scratch on the COIN, we found the performance was inferior. This
is because in the COIN dataset, the samples of each step are still
limited. And the reason that “Kinetics + COIN” works better than
Kinetics is that the COIN contains step annotations at finer level,
which would be more helpful for instructional video where fine-
grained actions occur.
6 FUTURE WORK
Finally, we discuss some several potential directions for future
works based on our COIN dataset.
(1) Mining shared information of different steps. In our COIN
dataset, we define different steps at task level, so no steps are
shared between tasks. Though in different tasks, some steps might
be similar, we still assign different step labels to them because of
the difference in the interacted objects and the interacted ways.
As mentioned in [84], the shared components of different steps
across takes are useful cues for analyzing instructional videos.
It is interesting to explore the shared knowledge across different
tasks from two aspects: (i) Leveraging the similarity information
between tasks for step localization. (ii) Redefining the step at the
dataset level to merge the similar steps in different tasks.
(2) End-to-end training. Since our methods attempt to refine
the proposal scores during the inference stage, others might doubt
whether end-to-end training might help. Theoretically, end-to-end
training with our proposed methods would bring more improve-
ments. However, the bottleneck is the computational cost during
implementation, since the frames in hundreds of proposals in a
video need to be processed at the same time. It is desirable to
explore some effective ways or other methods (e.g., considering
task and step labels simultaneously by multi-task learning) for
end-to-end training in future.
(3) Semi-supervised, unsupervised or self-supervised learning
for step localization. Since the temporal annotation are expensive,
other settings for step localization are encouraged to study based
on COIN dataset besides fully-supervised learning. For example,
(i) semi-supervised learning setting only based on the step labels
with [53] or without [52] ordering information, (ii) unsupervised
learning setting when some auxiliary information is further pro-
vided (e.g., narration associated with the original video can be
obtained via the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system [7],
[45]), and (iii) self-supervised learning setting which leverages
the intrinsic long-term dependency of instructional videos (e.g.,
the recent proposed videoBert model [66]). Note that though
our temporal annotation can be absent for these settings during
training phase, it is still essential in evaluation period.
(4) Other tasks for instructional video analysis. As we men-
tioned in Section 2.1, there are various tasks for instructional video
analysis. Based on the existing annotation, our COIN dataset can
be used to evaluate other tasks such as activity anticipation [25] or
procedure planning [11]. It can also be utilized for skill assessment
[21], [69] and visual object grounding [32] if the corresponding
annotations are further available.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced COIN, a new large-scale
dataset for comprehensive instructional video analysis. Organized
in a rich semantic taxonomy, the COIN dataset covers boarder
domains and contains more tasks than the most existing instruc-
tional video datasets. In order to establish a benchmark, we
have evaluated various approaches under different scenarios on
the COIN. In addition, we have explored the relationship among
different steps of a specific task based on the task-consistency and
ordering-dependency characteristics of instructional videos. The
experimental results have revealed the great challenges of COIN
and demonstrated the effectiveness of our methods. It has also
been shown that the COIN can contribute to the step localization
task for other instructional video datasets.
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APPENDIX A
A BRIEF REVIEW OF SOME INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
DATASETS
We briefly review some representative datasets as follow:
(1) The MPII [56] and Breakfast [36] datasets are two self-
collected instructional video datasets in the early time. As a
pioneering work, Rohrbach et al. proposed the MPII dataset
which contained 44 long videos. They provided annotations of
5,609 clips on 65 fine-grained cooking activities. Later, Kuehne
et al. introduced the Breakfast dataset which consisted of 1,989
videos. This dataset included 10 cooking activities (tasks) of 52
participants. The annotation also contained temporal intervals of
48 action units (steps). The main purpose of these two datasets is
to detect the main steps and recognize their labels.
(2) The YouCook [15] and YouCook2 [82] datasets were col-
lected by downloading cooking activity videos from YouTube. In
2013, Das et al. introduced the YouCook dataset, which consisted
of 88 videos. Each video was annotated with at least three
sentences by the participants in MTurk. More recently in 2018,
Zhou et al. collected the YouCook2 dataset of 2,000 videos, which
were labelled by temporal intervals of different steps and their
captions on the recipe. As an extension work, they further provided
the object level annotation [81]. Both the YouCook and YouCook2
datasets can be used for the video caption tasks, and the YouCook2
further facilitated the research for procedure segmentation [82]
and video object grounding [32], [81].
(3) The “5 tasks” [6] and HowTo100M [46] datasets were
collected for unsupervised learning from narrations. The “5 tasks”
dataset [6] consisted of 150 videos on 5 tasks (changing tire,
performing CPR, repoting plant, making coffee and jumping cars).
Each video was associated with a sequence of natural description
text, which was generated from the corresponding audio modality.
The goal of this dataset was to automatically discover the main
steps of a certain task and locate them in the videos in an
unsupervised setting. More recently, Miech et al. [46] introduced
another large-scale dataset HowTo100M, which contained 136
million clips sourced from 1.238 million instructional videos.
These video clips were paired with a list of text chunks based
on their corresponding time intervals. With its large-scale data,
the HowTo100M greatly promoted the development of pre-trained
text-video joint embedding models for various vision-languages
tasks. However, as the authors mentioned, since their annotations
were automatically generated from the narration, there might
be various of incoherent samples. For example, the narration
was unrelated to the video, or describing something before or
TABLE 15
Comparisons of the annotation time cost under two modes. FM
indicates the new developed frame mode, and VM represents the
conventional video mode.
Task samples FM VM
Assemble Bed 6 6:55 23:30
Boil Noodles 5 3:50 18:15
Lubricate A Lock 2 1:23 5:29
Make French Fries 6 5:57 20:24
Change Mobile Phone Battery 2 2:23 7:35
Replace A Bulb 2 1:30 6:40
Plant A Tree 2 1:45 6:37
Total 25 23:43 88:30
after it happens in video. Hence, our manually labelled COIN
is complementary to HowTo100M from this aspect.
(4) The EPIC-Skills [21] and BEST [22] datasets were con-
structed for skill determination, which referred to assess the
behaviour of a subject to accomplish a task. For both datasets,
the AMT workers were asked to watch the videos in a pair-wise
manner, and selected the video which contained more skill. The
BEST dataset also provided the initial opinion of the annotators
over the video as “Beginner”, “Intermediate” or “Expert”.
(5) The CrossTask [84] dataset contained 4.7k videos of 83
tasks, and the goal was to localize the steps in the video by weakly
supervised learning (i.e., instructional narrations and an ordered
list of steps). Specifically, this dataset was proposed to assess the
shared components on different steps across different tasks. For
example, the task “pour egg” would be benefit from other tasks
involving “pour” and “egg”.
APPENDIX B
ANNOTATION TIME COST ANALYSIS
In section 3.2, we have introduced a toolbox for annotating
COIN dataset. The toolbox has two modes: frame mode and
video mode. The frame mode is new developed for efficient
annotation, while the video mode is frequently used in previous
works [35]. We have evaluated the annotation time on a small set
of COIN, which contains 25 videos of 7 tasks. Table 15 shows
the comparison of annotation time under two different modes. We
observe that the annotation time under the frame mode is only
26.8% of that under the video mode, which shows the advantages
of our toolbox.
APPENDIX C
BROWSE TIMES ANALYSIS
In order to justify that the selected tasks meet the need of
website viewers, we display the number of browse times across
180 tasks in Fig. 11. We searched “How to” + name of 180 tasks,
e.g., “How to Assemble Sofa”, on YouTube respectively. Then we
summed up the browse times of the videos appearing in the first
pages (about 20 videos) to get the final results. “Make French
Fries” is the most-viewed task, which has been browsed 1.7×108
times. And the browse times per task are 2.3 × 107 on average.
These results demonstrate the selected tasks of our COIN dataset
satisfy the need of website viewers, and also reveal the practical
value of instructional video analysis.
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Fig. 11. The browse time distributions of the selected 180 tasks on YouTube.
Task: Replace Toilet Seat
Task: Wrap Zongzi 
Task: Make French Fries
Fig. 12. Visualization of auxiliary matrix Ω and transition matrix Υ
of three tasks. Recall that the auxiliary matrix Ω is constructed by
counting the occurrence time of the step i after step j based on
the all ordered step lists appearing in the training set as Ωij =
#(step j occurs after step i). We normalize each row of Ω to obtain the
transition matrix Υ, in which the element Υij of the transition matrix
denotes the probability of step i occurs after step j as Υij = p(Sl =
j|Sl−1 = i), l = 2, 3, .., L.. The step lists of these tasks are: {cut
potato into strips, soak them in water, dry strips, put in the oil to fry},
{cone the leaves, add ingredients into cone, fold the leaves, tie the
zongzi tightly} and {take out the screws, remove the old toilet seat,
install the new toilet seat, screw on the screws}.
APPENDIX D
VISUALIZATION OF MATRICES
In section 4.2, we introduce the transition matrix Υ and the
corresponding auxiliary matrix Ω for the OD method. Here we
visualize the matrices of three different tasks in Fig. 12, where the
definitions of Υ and Ω are detailed in caption of the figure.
APPENDIX E
SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION OF COIN
We present the sample distributions of all the tasks in COIN
in Fig. 13. To alleviate the effect of long tails, we make sure that
there are more than 39 videos for each task.
APPENDIX F
WORDLES
We show the wordles of the annotation of COIN in Fig. 14.
There are 4.84 words per phrase for each step.
APPENDIX G
CLARIFICATION OF DIFFERENT TASKS EVALUATED
ON THE COIN
In the experiment section, we evaluate five tasks (i.e., step lo-
calization, action segmentation, procedure localization, task recog-
nition and step recognition) on the COIN dataset. For clarification,
we present the goal, metric, and evaluated methods for each task
in Table 16.
APPENDIX H
EXPERIMENTS ON THE HYPER-PARAMETERS
Table 17 presents the results of γ (introduced in section
4.1). On one hand, γ cannot be too large as it is an attenuation
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Fig. 13. The sample distributions of all the tasks in COIN. The blue bars and the grey bars indicate the number of training and testing videos in
each class respectively.
TABLE 16
Clarification of different tasks evaluated on the COIN.
Task Goal Evaluation Metrics Evaluated Methods
step localization localize the step boundary and pre-
dict the step label
mAP/mAR (interval level) R-C3D [74], SSN [80],
TC(ours), OD(ours)
action segmentation assign each frame a step label accuracy (frame level) Action-Sets [52], NN-Viterbi
[53], TCFPN-ISBA [19]
proposal localization localize the step boundary mAP/mAR (interval level) TAG [80]
task recognition recognize the task label accuracy (video level ) TSN [73]
step recognition recognize the step label given the
step boundary
accuracy (interval level) TSN [73]
Fig. 14. Wordles of the annotations of COIN. The figure of tasks (the
second-level tags) is shown on the left, while the figure of steps (the
third-level tags) is presented on the right.
coefficient in the TC method. On the other hand, it cannot be too
small, because if the selected task is wrong (sometimes the scores
of two different tasks are approached), the steps in other tasks
should also be taken into consideration. Experiments show that
e−2 is more effective for γ in our case.
Table 18 presents the evalutation results of the time slot
M (introduced in section 4.2). It can be seen that finer-grained
division with larger M can lead to better performance. In this
paper, we use M = 100 to make a good trade-off between the
effectiveness and efficiency as larger M would also bring more
computational cost.
APPENDIX I
VISUALIZATION OF F(T)
In section 4.2, f(t) denotes the scores of different steps, which
implies their possibilities occuring at the time-stamp t. We show
the visualization of several steps of f(t) when evaluating OD
method in Fig. 15. The summed score, which is denoted as a(t) in
our paper, is also presented.
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TABLE 17
Study of the attenuation coefficient γ on the COIN dataset.
Metrics mAP @ α mAR @ α
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0 19.95 16.64 14.12 11.69 9.30 52.00 45.60 39.74 34.26 28.55
e−3 20.12 16.77 14.23 11.79 9.38 53.38 46.79 40.69 34.98 29.14
e−2 20.15 16.79 14.24 11.74 9.33 54.05 47.31 40.99 35.11 29.17
e−1 20.10 16.76 14.19 11.71 9.30 54.48 47.51 41.09 35.36 29.36
TABLE 18
Study of the number of time slots M on the COIN dataset.
Metrics mAP @ α mAR @ α
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
50 19.87 15.97 12.95 10.22 7.98 51.19 43.73 37.33 31.84 26.58
100 20.39 16.35 13.20 10.38 8.13 51.51 43.87 37.37 31.81 26.64
150 20.55 16.37 13.20 10.36 8.10 51.67 43.92 37.45 31.86 26.65
200 20.58 16.42 13.20 10.41 8.15 51.84 44.04 37.38 31.74 26.59
0 20 40 60 80 100
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
The score for step "put a slice of bread in"
0 20 40 60 80 100
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
The score for step "run the toaster and adjust"
0 20 40 60 80 100
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
The score for step "stick with the tape and wrap"
0 20 40 60 80 100
0
1
2
3
4
The summed score a(t)
Fig. 15. Visualization of different step scores in f(t) and the summed
score a(t). The video belongs to the task “Use Toaster”. In the above
plots, the “put a slice of bread in” and “run the toaster and adjust” are
two steps of this task while “stick with the tap and wrap” is not.
APPENDIX J
ANALYSIS ON THE WATERSHED ALGORITHM
In section 4.2, we employ the watershed algorithm [55],
[80] to obtain a sequence of segments during the period of
grouping proposals. Particularly, we iterate the thresholds of
the actionness score from high value (0.95 maxt a(t)) to low
value (0.05 maxt a(t)) until the termination criterion is met and
consider the intervals where a(t) is larger than the theshold as the
action segments.
Here we study two types of termination criteria. The first one is
to do the iteration until the average temporal gap between different
segments gets smaller than a specific value θG. Another one is to
check if the average temporal length of the segments is greater
than a specific value θL. Table 19 shows the experimental results
of these two strategies. And in our main paper, we use “θG=6” as
the termination criterion of the watershed algorithm.
APPENDIX K
DETAILED RESULTS ON THE OD METHOD AND
OTHER ACTION DETECTORS
In our main paper, Table 6 presents the results on different
generated distributions fn(t) and fusion methods for OD method,
and Table 8 shows the results on more basic action detectin
models. Here we further present more detailed results on these
issues in Table 20, Table 21 and Table 22.
APPENDIX L
VISUALIZATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT TASKS
In section 5.2, we have compared the performance across
different domains. Fig. 17 further shows some examples from 4
different tasks as “blow sugar”, “play curling”, “make soap” and
“resize watch band”. They belong to the domain “sports”, “leisure
& performance”, “gadgets” and “science and craft”, which are the
two of the easiest domains and the two of the hardest domains.
For “blow sugar” and “play curling”, different steps vary a lot in
appearance, thus it is easier to localize them in videos. For “make
soap” and “resize watch band”, various steps tend to occur in
similar scenes, hence the mAP accuracy of these tasks are inferior.
Besides Fig. 10 in our main paper, we show one more visual-
ized step localization result in Fig. 16. The video is associated with
17
TABLE 19
Study of two hyper-parameters in the watershed algorithm. θG denotes the average temporal gap between different segments, and θL denotes the
average temporal length of different segments. We used the time slots as the unit for these two hyperparameters in this table.
mAP @ α mAR @ α
Criteria Parameters 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
2 19.75 15.80 12.72 9.95 7.79 51.06 43.48 36.96 31.44 26.25
4 20.22 16.20 13.07 10.26 8.04 51.25 43.66 37.16 31.64 26.45
θG 6 20.39 16.35 13.20 10.38 8.13 51.51 43.87 37.37 31.81 26.64
8 20.41 16.36 13.21 10.39 8.13 51.60 43.97 37.40 31.81 26.66
10 20.39 16.35 13.23 10.34 8.11 51.62 43.99 37.37 31.71 26.60
10 20.07 16.06 12.92 10.13 7.93 51.70 44.06 37.42 31.87 26.60
θL 15 19.98 15.99 12.87 10.07 7.89 51.58 43.95 37.33 31.77 26.54
20 19.96 15.99 12.88 10.09 7.91 51.41 43.83 37.30 31.76 26.49
TABLE 20
Study of the OD approach on different basic models. The results are reported based on the RGB modality in the COIN dataset. Since the
BMN [39] and BSN [40] are originally designed for temporal action proposal generation, we process the proposals generated by these two
methods with the classifier of SSN [80] to produce the final results.
Metrics mAP @ α mAR @ α
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
BMN [39] 18.60 16.76 14.78 12.40 10.38 48.70 45.71 42.45 38.70 34.57
BMN+TC 19.27 17.17 15.09 12.60 10.59 47.87 44.64 41.61 37.92 34.07
BMN+OD 19.68 17.44 15.27 12.90 10.75 49.70 46.00 42.43 38.78 34.64
BSN [40] 18.91 16.84 14.49 12.26 10.00 46.97 43.87 39.78 35.77 31.61
BSN+TC 19.96 17.54 15.00 12.68 10.35 47.16 44.16 40.12 36.40 32.45
BSN+OD 20.46 17.82 15.20 12.85 10.34 48.76 44.88 40.86 36.95 32.54
R-C3D [74] 9.85 7.78 5.80 4.23 2.82 36.82 31.55 26.56 21.42 17.07
R-C3D+TC 10.32 8.25 6.20 4.54 3.08 39.25 34.22 29.09 23.71 19.24
R-C3D+OD 10.08 8.01 5.98 4.36 2.93 37.37 31.84 26.81 21.74 14.43
TABLE 21
Study of different generated distributions for calculating scores in OD method on the COIN dataset.
Metrics mAP @ α mAR @ α
Distributions 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Gaussian, β = 0.5 20.07 15.90 12.78 10.00 7.81 51.05 43.30 36.81 31.28 26.18
Gaussian, β = 1 20.39 16.35 13.20 10.38 8.13 51.51 43.87 37.37 31.81 26.64
Gaussian, β = 2 20.13 16.20 13.13 10.34 8.08 51.40 43.91 37.46 31.93 26.65
Gaussian, β = 5 19.81 15.97 12.92 10.18 7.98 51.19 43.85 37.34 31.78 26.58
Triangle 19.77 15.66 12.55 9.78 7.66 50.99 43.23 36.64 31.08 26.03
the task “make paper windmill” and the results further demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed TC and OD methods.
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